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In this new edition of their classic work, Ian Ridpath and Wil Tirion illuminate the night sky as never

before, providing novice stargazers and professional astronomers alike with the most

comprehensive and authoritative celestial field guide available. With superb color sky charts,

diagrams, or photographs on almost every page, and clear and engaging writing, Stars and Planets

is the most user-friendly and informative guide to the night sky. The product of more than twenty

years' collaboration between one of the world's leading astronomy writers and the world's foremost

celestial mapmaker, the new Stars and Planets features a slightly larger (but still compact) size, a

more spacious and attractive design, and much new material, including more information on

galaxies and star types. Simply put, Stars and Planets is indispensable. Don't leave home--at

night--without it. Detailed charts covering all 88 constellations in the Northern and Southern

hemispheres  Data and notes on all bright stars and other objects of interest  Detailed Moon maps

and descriptions of the main lunar features  Tips on choosing and using binoculars and telescopes,

to suit any budget  The only guide to provide annual planetary data as a downloadable Web

resource
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This is the latest (Jan 2008) edition of the venerable Ridpath and Tirion handbook originally

published in 1985. Mine was originally titled Universe Guide to Stars and Planets and has served



me well all these years as a guide to use in the field. This new book is one inch wider, 1/2 inch taller

and has 15 more pages. The format is similar: 1/3 all sky maps, 1/3 coverage of all 88 constellations

including details of stars, nebulae, clusters, etc., 1/3 astrophysical data. The middle third is what

always appealed to me as that section helps in my stargazing. In addition to updating data (for

instance, pluto's demotion and the new dwarf planet nomenclature is here, latest updated distances,

and data boxes for each planet) this new edition has all color photographs - with one or two

exceptions - and RA/Dec coordinates for listed objects described in the middle constellation section.

I especially liked the additon of close up charts of the Hyades and Pleiades clusters under Taurus'

listing. Here also is a composite photo comparing the full moon's size to the Pleiades. I look forward

to this book replacing my worn out original! I have two minor gripes though: I wish the printing was

bolder or darker, it looks somewhat pale compared with my older book. Perhaps because the book

is new or the binding is tight, it doesn't open wide easily to read. Perhaps with usage it will. And

maybe I'll adapt to the paler print. Still, considering the content and price - this book is a winner. I

can think of no other one book to rely on in the field for a stargazer's reference for use at the

telescope.

The book is thoughtfully produced and contains a wealth of information. The constellation by

constellation maps are attractive and readable and the highlighted descriptions of selected objects

of interest accompanying each map are informative and do capture the main highlights of each

constellation. The planets section is useful, especially for those with suitable telescopes. The lunar

pages with maps are very good and field usable.What I don't like:-binding very stiff to open in the

field.-very sadly, the double stars mentioned in the constellation sections have no mention of

apparent separation. Not sure while this is left out. It is certainly very valuable having separation

distances instead of "can be seen with a small telescope", a description that is not too useful for

folks with different telescopes wanting to have a go at double star observation. For example, one

might want to try Mizar, Izar and Antares- separation measurements would be most helpful for

planning an approach for each of these, instead of telling us how many light years away from earth

is each star.All in all, for me, a very nice handbook, but not as great as an observational aid in the

field.Ivan

If you're a beginning astronomer, or already have basic knowledge, this is the book for you. I teach

astronomy to the general public and I always recommend this book to my students. It has a great

overview of the constellations, the planets, deep sky objects and the cosmos in general. What I like



is that for each constellation you have nice sized maps, star names, scientific information and even

a general outline of the mythology relating to each of the constellations. Its only flaw is that I live in

the southern hemisphere, so all the maps are upside down! Ah well, I'll manage. I'd love to see a

southern hemisphere version in the future with the maps the correct way up :) Buy this book it's

great!

As a lover of all things heavenward, this book provides all the information in a readable, well

organized fashion. The illustrations are beautiful and accurate and the information is current and

easy for the average person to understand. The writers have taken time to provide the stories

behind the constellations and to make learning about the planets and other wonders in the night sky

fun! This is my go to book for star gazing and general astronomy reading. It is the best book I've

found that balances scholarship with readability. I highly recommend it for all you astronomers -

beginner and expert as well!

Ian's book lays out those mysterious, strangely named titans like neutron stars, quasars, binary

stars, etc, that surround us in a simple, comprehensible way. Much more concise, holistic, and well

written than the amalgam of information one can find online, this guide has added a lot of realism to

the games I play with my sons and is helping me frame the science of the sci-fi serial I'm writing.

Thanks Ian!

I received this book from my friends as a Job Leaving Present; knowing how much I like star gazing.

It's a wonderful little book, enjoyable to read with wealth of information and colourful pictures and

maps for beginners and intermediate Star Gazers. It covers all 88 Constellations with some details

about their most prominent stars and objects; its covers the moon with very good maps and

highlight of the observable feature. Clear star maps for northern and southern hemispheres. A

Section of simple star physics and classifications including our Sun is very educational. Equipment

and many other bits valuable information make it a one book field guide for any amateur

astronomer. If you are beginning astronomy or just want to read about the wonders out there and

want to buy "One Good Book"; then this is the one. Simply, 400 Pages of useful information yet

easy to take any where and the price is right!!

I got this for my 10 year old daughter because she was showing an interest in Astronomy. She said

to give it 5 stars because it was "very informative." She liked reading about all the different moving



parts of the Sun, as well as reading about water on the moon and the process that it's going

through.

I really like this as a guidebook and I felt that it really had some great information in it. Even though

this book was required for my astronomy class, I really found it helpful outside of that as well.
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